Abstract. We give an efficient algorithm to enumerate all sets of r ě 1 quadratic polynomials over a finite field, which remain irreducible under iterations and compositions.
Introduction
For a finite field F q and a polynomial f P F q rXs we define the sequence: f p0q pXq " X, f pnq pXq " f`f pn´1q pXq˘, n " 1, 2, . . . .
The polynomial f pnq is called the n-th iterate of the polynomial f . As in [2, 3, 8, 9] , we say that a polynomial f P F q rXs is stable if all iterates f pnq pXq, n " 1, 2, . . ., are irreducible over F q . However here, we prefer to use a more informative terminology of Heath-Brown and Micheli [7] and instead we call such polynomials dynamically irreducible.
Let q be and odd prime power, and as in [9] , for a quadratic polynomial f pXq " aX 2`b X`c P F q rXs, a ‰ 0 we define γ "´b{p2aq as the unique critical point of f (that is, the zero of the derivative f 1 ). We remark that for q even, it is known that there does not exist quadratic stable polynomials [1] .
Let DI q be the set of dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials over a finite field of q elements F q and let DI q " #DI q be their number.
It is shown in [10] that for f pXq " aX 2`b X`c P F q rXs one can test whether f P DI q in time q 3{4`op1q , see Lemma 2.1 below. Gómez-Pérez and Nicolás [5] , developing some ideas from [10] , have proved that for an odd prime power q we have (1.1) pq´1q 2 4 ď DI q " Opq 5{2 log qq,
where the implied constant is absolute, see also [6] for an upper bound is given on the number of dynamically irreducible polynomials of degree d ě 2 over F q .
Here we consider the question of constructing the set DI q and exact evaluating its cardinality DI q . Trivially, using the above test from [10] , one can construct the set DI q in time q 15{4`op1q . One can calculate DI q faster, in time q 11{4`op1q if one uses the correspondence between arbitrary and monic dynamically irreducible polynomials, see Lemma 2.2 below. We show that one can do much better. Theorem 1.1. Let q be an odd prime power. Then there exists an algorithm which computes DI q in time q 9{4`op1q and constructs the set DI q in time q 5{2`op1q .
We also study the analogue problem in the semigroup generated by several polynomials under the composition.
Let f 1 pXq, . . . , f r pXq P F q rXs be polynomials of positive degree. The set tf 1 pXq, . . . , f r pXqu is called dynamically irreducible if all the iterates f i 1˝. . .˝f in , for i 1 , . . . , i n P t1, . . . , ru and n ě 1 are irreducible.
Ferraguti, Micheli and Schnyder [4] have characterized the sets of monic quadratic polynomial to be dynamically irreducible in terms of the unique critical points of the polynomials. Furthermore, HeathBrown and Micheli [7] have given an algorithm to test whether a set of monic polynomials is dynamically irreducible.
Here we consider the question to construct the set DI q prq of all sets of r arbitrary pairwise distinct quadratic polynomials over F q which are dynamically irreducible. We also denote their number by DI q prq " #DI q prq.
In particular, DI q p1q " DI q . Furthermore, we use DIq prq to denote the subset DI q prq consisting of monic quadratic polynomials and also use DIq prq " #DIq prq for its cardinality.
Let Mpqq and M˚pqq be the size of the largest set of dynamically irreducible non-monic and monic quadratic polynomials, respectively. We remark that we have renamed Mpqq of [7] to M˚pqq. Then HeathBrown and Micheli [7] have shown that M˚pqq ď 32qplog4 , while for infinitely many fields F q we have M˚pqq ě 0.5plog2 . It is easy that the bound (4.4) below implies Mpqq ď q 3{2`op1q . On the other hand, in Example 2.6 we present an explicit family of quadratic polynomials which shows that Mpqq ě pq´1q{2 for infinitely many q (namely for those for which´1 a square in F q ). Thus in the case of arbitrary polynomials the gap between upper and lower bounds is less dramatic than the exponential gap in the case of monic polynomials.
We note that the proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the close link between the sets DI q " DI q p1q and DIq " DIq p1q, see Lemma 2.2 below. On the other hand, for r ě 2 there does not seem to be any close relation between DI q prq and DIq prq. Accordingly, in this case our result is weaker than for r " 1.
We note that throughout the paper op1q denotes the quantity εpqq, which depends only on q (and does not depend on r) with εpqq Ñ 0 as q Ñ 8. Theorem 1.2. Let q be an odd prime power and r ě 2. Then there exists an algorithm which computes DI q prq and constructs the set DI q prq in time q p3{2`op1qqr`5{2 as q Ñ 8 and uniformly over r.
As a by-product of the ideas behind our algorithm, we also obtain an analogue of the upper bound (1.1): Theorem 1.3. Let q be an odd prime power and r ě 2. Then DI q prq ď q p3{2`op1qqr`2 as q Ñ 8.
Preliminaries
We need to recall some notions of the theory of dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials, mainly introduced by Jones and Boston [8, 9] (we recall that they are called 'stable' in [8, 9] ).
The critical orbit of f is the set Orb pf q " tf pnq pγq : n " 2, 3, . . .u,
where γ "´b{p2aq as the unique critical point of f . We partition F q into the sets of squares S q and non-squares N q , that is S q " ta 2 : a P F q u and N q " F q zS q . We recall that for a P F q one can check whether a P N q by evaluating its pq´1q{2-th power, as a P N q if and only if a pq´1q{2 "´1. By [9, Proposition 3], a quadratic polynomial f P F q rXs is dynamically irreducible if the adjusted orbit Orb pf q " t´f pγqu Y Orb pf q satisfies Orb pf q Ď N q . Clearly, the critical orbit Orb pf q of f is a finite set. Furthermore, by [10, Theorem 1] the size of the critical orbit of a dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomial f admits a nontrivial estimate Lemma 2.1. There is an absolute constant c 1 such that for
T for any f P DI q we have we have
The following result reduces the problem of counting dynamically irreducible polynomials to dynamically irreducible monic polynomials [5, Lemma 2].
Lemma 2.2. For any dynamically irreducible polynomial f pXq and a P Fq ,
is also a dynamically irreducible polynomial.
In order to get the upper bound in (1.1), Gómez-Pérez and Nicolás [5] estimate the number of dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials by the number of such polynomials that there is no square among the first Oplogelements of their critical orbit. Their result can be summarised in the following way.
Lemma 2.3. There is an absolute constant c 2 such that for
In the following we extend some results of Ferraguti, Micheli and Schnyder [4] and Heath-Brown and Micheli [7] about dynamically irreducible sets for non-monic quadratic polynomials.
First we need the following result of Jones and Boston [9] (here we state the result in a corrected form, see [7] ). Lemma 2.4. Let q be an odd prime and let f pXq " aX 2`b X`c P F q rXs and γ "´b{p2aq be the unique critical point of f . Suppose that g P F q rXs is such that g˝f pn´1q has degree d, has leading coefficient e and is irreducible over F q for some n ě 1. Then g˝f pnq is irreducible over F q rXs if and only if p´aq d gpf pnq pγqq{e P N q .
As a corollary, we get the characterization of dynamically irreducible sets of r quadratic polynomials.
Corollary 2.5. Let q be an odd prime. Let f i pXq " a i X 2`b i Xc i P F q rXs be irreducible quadratic polynomials for 1 ď i ď r. Write γ i "´b i {p2a i q. Then f 1 , . . . , f r form a dynamically irreducible set if and only if for all integers n ě 1 and 1 ď i 1 , . . . , i n ď r we have 
2`b for a P Fq . Then the set F " tf a | ab P N q u of cardinality #F " pq´1q{2 is dynamically-irreducible.
Indeed, let r " pq´1q{2 and take a 1 , . . . , a r such that a i b is a nonsquare in Fq for all 1 ď i ď r. We first notice that
and in particular that f a i 1˝¨¨¨˝f a in pbq " b. We apply now Corollary 2.5 to conclude that the set F is dynamically-irreducible if and only if a´1 i 1 b and a´1 i 1 b are nonsquares in F q for all 1 ď i 1 ď r. Since´1 P S q is a square, the condition above is equivalent with a i 1 b P N q , which concludes our argument.
If f 1 , . . . , f r form a dynamically irreducible set of quadratic polynomials, then each polynomial f i has to be dynamically irreducible for 1 ď i ď r. Then in the same way as in the proof of [10, Theorem 1] (applying for f 1 ) one may get the following result.
Lemma 2.7. There is an absolute constant c 3 such that for M " rc 3 q 3{4 s the following holds. If f 1 , . . . , f r form a dynamically irreducible set of quadratic polynomials over a finite field F q of odd characteristic and Γ Ď F q such that
If not all of the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f r are constant multiple of each others, one can get a better bound, which is based on the following result from [7, Lemma 2].
Lemma 2.8. Let g 1 , g 2 be distinct monic quadratic polynomials over F q . Suppose that
. .˝g jm with i 1 , . . . , i n , j 1 , . . . , j m P t1, 2u. Then m " n and i h " j h for h " 1, . . . , n.
We now obtain a stronger version of Lemma 2.7 in this special case.
Lemma 2.9. There is an absolute constant c 4 such that for K " Sd 2 log log q log 2`c 4 W the following holds. If f 1 pXq, f 2 pXq P F q rXs are two quadratic polynomials with f 1 pXq{f 2 pXq R F q such that they form a dynamicallyirreducible set and Γ Ď F q is a set with
for all γ P Γ, then #Γ ď q 1{2 plog1`op1q .
Proof. Put
Let χ be the quadratic character of F q and define χp0q " 1. Then, by (2.3)
Expanding the products and rearranging the terms, we conclude that there are 2 #F´1 sums of form
with some µ ď #F . As f 1 , f 2 form a dynamically irreducible set, the polynomials F P F are all irreducible. We also have that they are coprime (that is, they are not constant multiple of each other). Suppose the contrary and let (2.6) f i 1˝. . .˝f in " αf j 1˝. . .˝f jm for some i 1 , . . . , i n , j 1 , . . . , j m P t1, 2u and α P Fq . Comparing the degrees of both sides, we can assume that n " m. For a u P Fq put ξ u pXq " uX. Write g is " ξ´1 us˝f is˝ξu s`1 and g jt " ξ´1 vt˝f jt˝ξv t`1 , where u n`1 " v n`1 " 1, u s and v t (1 ď s, t ď n, t ‰ 1) are the leading coefficients of f is˝. . .˝f in and f jt˝. . .˝f jn , and v 1 is the leading coefficient of αf j 1˝. . .˝f jn . Then clearly, g is , g jt are monic quadratic polynomials with
specially, g is " g js for all s by Lemma 2.8. Let 1 ď ℓ ď n be the largest index such that
Then the product polynomials F 1¨¨¨Fµ in (2.5) are squarefree, thus we can estimate (2.5) by the Weil bound. As F 1¨¨¨Fµ has degree at most µ 2
Using that #F " 2 p
2 q as all compositions in the definition of the set F are distinct and choosing K such that 2 #F " Opq 1{2 q we obtain the result.
Combining the algorithm of [7, Corollary 3] with Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9 one may get in the same way the following result. Proposition 2.10. There is an algorithm to test whether or not a set of r quadratic polynomials over F q is dynamically irreducible, which takes Oprq 3{4 logoperations. Moreover if the polynomials are not constant multiple of each other, then the algorithm takes Oprq 1{2 plog3 q operations.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We present an algorithm which computes the list of all quadratic dynamically irreducible polynomials. For computational reason, the list is not have to be stored, thus to compute DI q one needs to store just the length of this list.
In the first part, the algorithm computes the set DIq of dynamically irreducible monic quadratic polynomials and its cardinality DIq " #DIq .
Let M be as in Lemma 2.1 and let K be as in Lemma 2.3.
For each monic polynomial f we check whether its adjusted orbit contains square. If we find a square element, we terminate and start with a new polynomial. If we do not find any square among the elements ´f pγqu Y tf pnq pγq : n " 2, 3, . . . , M ( , we terminate and append f a , defined as in Lemma 2.2, to the list of dynamically irreducible polynomials. In this way the algorithm obtains the list of all dynamically irreducible monic quadratic polynomials.
The list of all dynamically irreducible polynomials contains the polynomials f a pXq, where a P Fq and f is a dynamically irreducible monic quadratic polynomials.
We however follow the above strategy in two step, which we describe below.
In the first part the algorithm computes K many pq´1q{2-th powers for all monic polynomials. By Lemma 2.3, after this stage there are only at most Opq 3{2 logmonic polynomials which can potentially be dynamically irreducible.
Next, the algorithm computes M many pq´1q{2-th powers for these Opq 3{2 logremaining polynomials. Therefore, both steps together can be done in time
This immediately gives the number of dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials as DI q " pq´1qDIq by Lemma 2.2. Finally, to compute all dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials, the algorithm computes the polynomials f a pXq, for all a P Fq and for all dynamically irreducible monic quadratic polynomials f which, by (1.1), requires q 1`op1q DIq " q 5{2`op1q many steps.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
The proposed algorithm consists three parts.
In the first part we construct all the dynamically irreducible polynomials f 1 by Theorem 1.1 in time q 5{2`op1q . Then we construct r´1 many multiples of f 1 and test whether these polynomials with f 1 form a dynamically irreducible set in time rq 3{4`op1q . Recalling (1.1), we see that this part requires
operations.
In the second part we construct all sets of the polynomials tf 1 , . . . , f r u having the form (4.1)
By Example 2.6, it is a dynamically-irreducible set if and only if´1 P S q and b{a i P N q , i " 1, . . . , r. This part requires
For the third part let K be as in Lemma 2.9. Let f 1 , f 2 be two quadratic polynomials which are not constant multiple of each other and do not have the form (4.1). We test whether they form a dynamically irreducible set in time rq 1{2`op1q . Clearly, there are at most DI 2 q such pairs.
For a fixed pair f 1 , f 2 , we construct the set Γ of elements γ P F q for which (2.3) holds in time q 1`op1q 2 K " q 1`op1q . By Lemma 2.9, we have #Γ ď q 1{2`op1q . By assumption, f 1 , f 2 do not have the form (4.1), therefore the set (4.3) tf i 1˝. . .˝f in pγ j q : i 1 , . . . , i n P t1, 2u, n ě 0u consists at least two elements. Let δ 1 , δ 2 be two different elements of (4.3). Then we construct the polynomials f i pXq " a i X
2`b
i X`c i (i " 3, . . . , r) such that 1 a i f i pδ 1 q, 1 a i f i pδ 2 q,ˆ1 a i f i˝fi˙p δ 1 q P Γ.
Namely, write γ i "´b i {p2a i q and for α 1 , α 2 P Γ consider first the solutions of ways. Finally, we test whether tf 1 , . . . , f r u is dynamically irreducible in time rq 1{2`op1q . by (1.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Analyzing the counting algorithm of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we see that at the first part we obtain at most q 5{2`op1q`r´1 " q r`3{2`op1q dynamically irreducible sets. Furthermore, at the second part we get at most q, while at the third part we obtain at most q 5`op1q`pr´2qp3{2`op1qq " q p3{2`op1qqr`2 dynamically irreducible sets. Since r ě 2 this dominates the count.
